It has been witnessed in recent years that nanotechnology has immense potential impact on healthcare and pervades many aspects of a new era aptly labeled 'nanomedicine' ([@CIT0001]). Equally, it has generated safety concerns both among the scientific community and the public at large. The EU Technology defines nanomedicine as 'the application of nanotechnology to achieve breakthroughs in healthcare' ([@CIT0002]). It exploits the improved and often physical, chemical, and biological properties of materials at the nanometer scale ([@CIT0003]).

Novel properties that differentiate nanomaterials from bulk materials generally develop at a length scale of \<100 nm. However, the size at which materials display different properties to the bulk material is material dependent ([@CIT0004]) and can certainly be claimed for many materials at size \>100 nm as per Malvern guidelines of 2010. From the biological point of view, nanomaterials match the typical size of naturally occurring functional units or components of living organisms and, for this reason, enable more effective interaction with biological systems. The application of nanomaterials in medicine and enhancing quality of life can be understood from state of the art knowledge on nanoscale features of biological systems in order to learn how to design nanodevices for biomedical uses ([@CIT0005]). While trying to create something in a nanoscale range, one must notice the well-known biological things in various nano-ranges or micro-ranges (see [Table 1](#T0001){ref-type="table"}). Nanomaterials have a relatively larger surface area and, therefore, are more chemically reactive. In addition, the nano-scale has a marked effect on the strength and electrical properties as the quantum effects dominate the behavior of materials with respect to their optical, electrical, and magnetic properties ([@CIT0006]).

###### 

Biological nanoscales with respective natural as well as manmade things in that range

  Size range            Natural things                                       Synthetic things in that range
  --------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------
  5,000,000 nm          Ants                                                 Head of a pin (2 mm), grain of salt
  2,00,000 nm           Duet mite                                            Sand grains
  10,000--1,00,000 nm   Human hair, pollen, cancer cell                      Sheet of paper
  10,000--20,000 nm     Fly ash, kidney excretions                           Polymeric nanoparticles
  1,000--10,000 nm      Cell                                                 MEMS devices
  2,000--2,500 nm       *E. coli*, red blood cells                           Nanomedicine
  100--200 nm           Virus (T4 bacteriophage)                             X-ray lens, STM tip
  2--20 nm              Ribosome                                             QDs, nanopores, nanoshells
  10 nm                 ATP synthatase, nucleic acids (tRNA)                 Computer chip, single transistor
  4--10 nm              Proteins (chymotrypsin), antibody, large molecules   Dendrimers, plastics
  1--2 nm               DNA, glucose, small molecules                        Nanotubes, QDs
  0.1 nm                Atom, water                                          --

nm, nanometer; mm, millimeter; QDs: quantum dot.

Basically, nanomaterials fall into three categories: one-, two-, and three-dimensional. Three-dimensional nanomaterials like carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have generated considerable interest, and a significant amount of research was done during the past decade on their potential biomedical applications ([@CIT0007], [@CIT0008]). Boron nitride nanotubes (BNNT) also generated immense curiosity in view of their piezo-electric properties through which they are able to acquire an electric charge on exposure to ultrasound and polarized light ([@CIT0009]). Superparamagnetic iron oxide particles (SPIONs) have been the standard contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging of tumors since the early 1990s. SPIONs coated with dextran are already in established clinical use ([@CIT0010]).

Sexual and reproductive health has been defined by the international community as a state of complete physical, mental, and social wellbeing, and not just merely the absence of disease or infirmity, in all matters relating to the reproductive system and to its functions and processes ([@CIT0011]). It is an essential component of young people's ability to become well-adjusted, responsible, and productive members of society as well as quality of life of elders ([@CIT0012]).

Our group at IIT Kharagpur has been working on several reproductive healthcare applications of nanotechnology. For example, a novel fertility control polymeric nanocomposite iron oxide--copper--styrene maleic anhydride--dimethyl sulfoxide (Fe~3~O~4~--Cu--SMA--DMSO) tentatively named 'Smart RISUG' (Reversible Inhibition of Sperm Under Guidance), in the presence of external pulsed electromagnetic field, can be transported into reproductive tube, monitored externally, and its biodistribution can be controlled and, finally it can be reversed non-invasively for restoration of fertility ([@CIT0013]--[@CIT0015]) when desired. None of these require surgical intervention due to the presence of magnetic and electric nanoparticles (NPs), and the contraceptive property is imparted due to antimicrobial, one-time injectable, long-term effective molecule SMA ([@CIT0016], [@CIT0017]).

Although current literature claims that nanotechnology is going to play a big role in various arenas of healthcare, information especially pertaining to reproductive healthcare is lacking. Therefore, in this paper a review status of achievements of nanoscience and nano-biotechnology in the area of healthcare ([Fig. 1](#F0001){ref-type="fig"}) practically available today is presented with special emphasis placed on the potential role of nanotechnology for various aspects of reproductive healthcare, and additional future possibilities are put forth.

![Trajectory of nanotechnology advancement over the years.](NANO-5-22762-g001){#F0001}

1. Biocompatible nanomaterials promising for healthcare applications {#S0001}
====================================================================

In recent times, the focus of nanoscience and nanotechnology research has gradually shifted from the development of high-quality nanomaterials and investigation of their properties to application side. Although biomedical science has been recognized as a field that can greatly benefit from nanotechnology, not all of the nanomaterials are suitable for all healthcare applications. Some of the nanomaterial-based drugs, devices have already entered the market and others are on the verge of doing so. A description of nanomaterials found biocompatible for biomedical application is given in [Table 2](#T0002){ref-type="table"} ([@CIT0006], [@CIT0013]--[@CIT0015], [@CIT0018]--[@CIT0035]). Furthermore, a general classification of tools and technologies of nano-biotechnology in healthcare is discussed in the following sections.

###### 

Examples of biocompatible nanomaterials promising for healthcare application

  S. No.          Biocompatible nanoparticles (NPs)                                                  Respective nanomedicine                                                                                                                                 Biomedical applications                                                                              Key properties                                                                                                                                                       References
  --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  Metallic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             
  1\.             Iron oxide                                                                         Polymer nanocomposite Fe~3~O~4~--Cu--SMA--DMSO                                                                                                          Male and female long-term contraception                                                              Magnetic field mediated targeted drug delivery, control of biodistribution, non-invasive imaging and reversibility                                                   ([@CIT0015]--[@CIT0018])
                                                                                                     Feridex                                                                                                                                                 MRI contrast                                                                                         Targets liver                                                                                                                                                        ([@CIT0018])
                                                                                                     NanoTherm                                                                                                                                               Cancer therapy                                                                                       Acts against cancerous cells                                                                                                                                         ([@CIT0019])
                                                                                                     Iron-Platinum alloy nanoparticles                                                                                                                       MRI interventional catheter and guidewire                                                            Diagnostic and therapeutic contrast agent, Semi active resonant markers for catheter and passive markers for guidewires                                              ([@CIT0020])
  2\.             Gold                                                                               Verigene                                                                                                                                                *In vitro* diagnostics                                                                               Genetic                                                                                                                                                              ([@CIT0021])
                                                                                                     Nanogold or colloidal gold                                                                                                                              Drug delivery, Biomedical imaging and diagnostics tests                                              Tunable optical and electronic properties                                                                                                                            ([@CIT0022])
                                                                                                     Aurimmune                                                                                                                                               Cancer therapy                                                                                       Acts against cancerous cells                                                                                                                                         ([@CIT0023])
  3\.             AIE-active fluorogen-loaded BSA NPs                                                Fluorogen, 2-(2,6-bis((*E*)-4-(phenyl(4′-(1,2,2-triphenylvinyl)-\[1,1′-biphenyl\]-4-yl)amino)styryl)-4*H*-pyran-4-ylidene)malononitrile (TPE-TPA-DCM)   *In vivo* and *in vitro* imaging, excellent cancer cell uptake                                       Enhanced permeability and retention effect                                                                                                                           ([@CIT0024])
  4\.             Nanoshell                                                                          Auroshell                                                                                                                                               Auroshell                                                                                            Targets head, neck                                                                                                                                                   ([@CIT0025])
  Semiconductor                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                        
  5\.             Quantum dots                                                                       Qdots, EviTags                                                                                                                                          *In vitro* diagnostics                                                                               Targets tumor cells                                                                                                                                                  ([@CIT0026])
  6\.             Semiconductor                                                                      Nanoco, CrystalPlex, cytodiagnostics                                                                                                                    Fluorescence contrast                                                                                Acts at molecular level on tissues                                                                                                                                   ([@CIT0027])
  7\.             Nanocrystals                                                                       Sensors                                                                                                                                                 Contrast agent                                                                                       Sensing structures                                                                                                                                                   ([@CIT0006])
  Organic                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
  8\.             Cyanine dyes                                                                       Quantum dots-protein-dye conjugates                                                                                                                     *In vivo* NIR fluorophores and FRET imaging could have far-reaching application in optical imaging   Tuning the degree of spectral overlap between donor and acceptor provides unique configuration                                                                       ([@CIT0028])
  9\.             Self-assembled chitosan (CHI) and modified lecithin (ML)                           Biocompatible stable nanoparticles                                                                                                                      Numerous application like reversible hemostatic action in wounds, drug delivery carriers             Stable over an extended pH and ionic strength range 8.7--67.2% encapsulation efficiency, ability to be converted to lyophilized powder or concentrated suspension.   ([@CIT0029])
  10\.            Targeted polymer nanoparticles loaded with (−)-epigallocatechin 3-gallate (EGCG)   Chemotherapeutic agent                                                                                                                                  Powerful potential to prevent prostate cancer (PCa)                                                  Target prostate-specific membrane antigen (PSMA)                                                                                                                     ([@CIT0030])
  11\.            Organically modified silica nanoparticles                                          Biocompatible nanoparticles                                                                                                                             *In vivo* neuron targeting without harming whole organism or causing neuronal death                  Penetrate into living brains, neuronal cell bodies and axonal projections without affecting viability                                                                ([@CIT0031])
  12\.            Polydopamine fluorescent organic nanoparticles                                     Biocompatible nanoparticles                                                                                                                             Cell imaging                                                                                         Tunable photoluminescence                                                                                                                                            ([@CIT0025])
  13\.            5-Fluorouracil (5-FU) loaded biocompatible fluorescent zein nanoparticles          Solid lipid nanoparticles                                                                                                                               For simultaneous bioimaging and drug delivery application                                            Better controlled release kinetics, improved stability, enhanced drug entrapment                                                                                     ([@CIT0032])
  14\.            Non-steroidal anti-inflammatory (NSAIDs)-loaded nanoparticles                      Biocompatible drug loaded nanoparticles                                                                                                                 Models to be further integrated in a prosthesis surface functionalization                            Controlled drug release                                                                                                                                              ([@CIT0033])
  15\.            Polymeric nanoparticles (NPs)                                                      Biocompatible NPs with therapeutic effect                                                                                                               Potential co-delivery of therapeutic agents                                                          Controlled drug delivery, acid degradable                                                                                                                            ([@CIT0034])
  16\.            Polymeric NPs releasing cargo                                                      Therapeutic multifunctional nanoparticles                                                                                                               Drug targeting, controlled release of therapeutic and diagnostic agents                              Degrade and release cargo in response to biologically relevant levels of hydrogen peroxide                                                                           ([@CIT0035])

1.1. Liposomes {#S20002}
--------------

Liposomes are the hollow balls of lipids -- the molecules that form the cell walls of almost every living organism ([Fig. 2A](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}) -- and were discovered in 1961 by Alec D. Bangham who was studying phospholipids and blood clotting ([@CIT0036], [@CIT0037]). The main component of liposome membranes is dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl choline (DPPC). In principle, liposomes can be prepared using PC only ([@CIT0038]). However, some other compounds are added in order to improve stability or other structural properties. Two compounds are generally added: dipalmitoyl phosphatidyl glycerol (DPPG) and cholesterol. Apparently, cholesterol has the effect of making the membrane less permeable by filling up holes or disruptions.

![(A) Unilamellar liposomes (Courtesy en.wikipedia.org) (37). (B) Schematic illustrations of carbon nanotube structures of various kind: i. armchair, ii. zigzag, and iii. chiral SWNTs (8). (C) SEM image of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) with an average size of 189 nm. Reproduced with permission from Zhang et al. 2014 ([@CIT0051]).](NANO-5-22762-g002){#F0002}

Liposomal doxorubicin (DaunoXome) was first used as a treatment for Kaposi's sarcoma, a cancer often associated with AIDS ([@CIT0039]). Doxorubicin had been around as a cancer drug since the 1960s but its encapsulation in a liposome carrier was new. PEGylated liposomal doxorubicin (Doxil) has shown substantial efficacy in breast cancer treatment both as monotherapy and in combination with other chemotherapeutics. The liposome ball protects the doxorubicin from attack by the body's immune system ensuring targeted release and prolonged action of the compound at the tumor site. Major challenge with liposome-based drug delivery is the complex biological environment because it involves the interaction of plasma proteins (for example, opsonins) and cells with vesicle surfaces; vesicle size and surface-dependent interception of liposomes by the fixed macrophages of the reticuloendothelial system (RES); penetration of small vesicles through the fenestration of the organ to reach the parenchymal cells; the distribution of these small vesicles into the bone marrow; and to a limited extent extravasation ([@CIT0040]).

Liposomal encapsulation technologies (LET) is a particular method for sustained release of additional health supplements that can also solve the problem of bioavailability. Because the system is microscopic and efficient, considerably smaller dosages are needed, thereby conserving medical resources. This way, LET has the real potential to improve healthcare status in a developing country like India because it is efficient, effective, and economical for both the consumer and the producer ([@CIT0041]). Magnetic liposomal nanoplatforms for theranostics combine multiple functionalities, including imaging magnetic guidance to the disease site and delivery of drug payload through sustained as well as triggered drug release. *In*-*vivo* multimodal imagings using MRI, SPECT, and FMT using these nanoplatforms have already been demonstrated ([@CIT0042]).

1.2. Carbon nanotubes {#S20003}
---------------------

CNTs are usually produced by catalytic chemical vapor deposition and contain metals, chiefly Fe at their closed ends. Therefore, CNTs are paramagnetic, which is a useful property for certain biomedical applications. They have variable diameters (a few nm to 100 nm) and length (up to several mm). Their molecular structure ([@CIT0008]) accounts for their unique properties like high tensile strength, high electrical conductivity, heat resistance, efficient thermal conduction, and relative chemical inactivity ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}B). The exact structure of CNT, especially their n--m, chirality determines their electric properties ([@CIT0043]). By virtue of their nano-scale, electron transport in CNTs occurs through quantum effects and thus only propagates uni-dimensionally along the axis of the tube.

CNTs are very prevalent in today's world of medical research and are being highly researched in the fields of efficient drug delivery and biosensing methods for disease treatment and health monitoring ([@CIT0044]). One significant problem that impeded the use of CNTs for biomedical applications, which has since been resolved, is their insolubility in aqueous solution, essential for biological interactions, and biocompatibility. The problem has been resolved by studies on protocols for non-covalent polymer coating, which has enabled *in*-*vitro* cell viability assays and *in vivo* studies on biocompatibility ([@CIT0045], [@CIT0046]).

The other development necessary for biomedical use has been the functionalization of CNTs for carrying drugs, genes, and other biomolecules to target cells and tissues. In Europe, a CNT vector has been developed for gene therapy of certain disorders of the CNS, including stroke. The NINIVE (Non-Invasive Nanotransducer for *In Vivo* gene thErapy) vector offloads its pay load of genes at the disease site on exposure to static electric fields and simultaneously enhances cell permeabilization by a process of CNT-mediated electroporation ([@CIT0047]). Resolution of CNT-mediated complement activation that may be related to pro-inflammatory reactions following environmental exposure is largely hindered by the poorly defined surfaces of nanotubes and lack of their reproducible production ([@CIT0048]). However, a clear understanding of molecular mechanisms that orchestrate complement activation by both native and surface-modified CNTs will have an impact in the nanotoxicology field.

1.3. Metal NPs {#S20004}
--------------

NPs can be synthesized through a variety of chemical and physical methods. The choice of preparation procedure depends on the chemical and physical characteristics required in the final product such as size, dispersion, chemical miscibility, optical properties, and so on ([@CIT0049]). The range of procedures to prepare metal NPs and films include chemical reduction method, electrochemical, hydrothermal, photochemical, sonochemical, chemical vapor deposition, physical vapor deposition, and so on.

The strong optical absorption and scattering of noble metal NPs is due to an effect called localized surface plasmon resonance ([@CIT0050]), which enables the development of novel biomedical applications. Noble metal NPs such as gold, silver, and platinum are particularly of interest due to their size- and shape-dependent unique optoelectronic properties. These noble metal NPs, particularly of gold, have elicited lots of interest for important biomedical applications because of their ease of synthesis, characterization, and surface functionalization ([@CIT0051]). Since the manufacture and use of NPs are increasing, humans are more likely to be exposed occupationally or via consumer products and the environment. However, so far toxicity data for most manufactured NPs are limited.

However, the unusual toxicities associated with conventional anti-angiogenic agents (as mentioned previously) may be overcome if these NPs alone can be efficacious as an anti-angiogenic agent. In a landmark study, it was shown that 'naked' gold nanoparticles (AuNP) inhibited the activity of heparin-binding proteins, such as VEGF and bFGF *in vitro* and VEGF-induced angiogenesis *in vivo* ([@CIT0052]). B-chronic lymphocytic leukemia (B-CLL) is the most widespread form of leukemia. Indeed, B-CLL cells exposed to AuNP exhibited an increase in apoptosis in a dose-dependent manner ([@CIT0053]). Historically, gold salts have been used to treat a multitude of inflammatory diseases ([Fig. 2](#F0002){ref-type="fig"}C) ([@CIT0054]). In a related study, gold beads were implanted near the hip joints of dogs with hip dysplasia in a double-blind clinical trial. Recent innovations in nanotechnology have demonstrated that metallic NPs hold great promise as photodynamic therapy (PDT) and hyperthermic agents. For example, upon X-ray irradiation, AuNP can induce cellular apoptosis through the generation of radicals. This treatment strategy has increased the killing of cancer cells without harming the surrounding healthy tissue ([@CIT0055]--[@CIT0057]).

1.4. Oxide NPs {#S20005}
--------------

Preparation methods for metal oxide NPs may be grouped into two main streams based on liquid--solid and gas--solid nature of transformations. Most broadly used methods are liquid--solid transformations that include the co-precipitation method, sol-gel processing, microemulsion technique, solvo-thermal methods, and template/surface derivatized methods. While gas--solid transformation methods are restricted to chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and pulsed laser deposition only ([@CIT0058]).

A bunch of novel applications within these fields rely on the size---dependence of the optical, (electronic and/or ionic) transport, mechanical, and, obviously, surface/chemical (redox, acid/base) properties of oxide nanomaterials. Engineered metal oxide NPs have immense scope for targeted drug delivery, therapeutics, and imaging. For example, iron oxide magnetic NPs in combination with electric particles and a polymer known as 'Smart RISUG' developed at IIT Kharagpur lab has shown magnetic field-mediated sperm/ovum interaction ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), controlled biodistribution and hence proved as a potential contraceptive as per laboratory studies ([@CIT0013]--[@CIT0015]). Toxicity studies on the same are in progress in Indian laboratories. Zinc oxide NPs have potential drug delivery applications and are found suitable for the selective destruction of tumor cells ([@CIT0059]). Before administering any kind of metal oxide NPs toxicity studies are highly recommended; however, in most studies no measurable effect on cells was detected until concentration reached 200 µg/ml ([@CIT0060]).

![(A) EDS-X-ray microanalysis of the Fe~3~O~4~--Cu--SMA--DMSO (Smart RISUG) indicating arrangement of drug particles in the Cuproferrogel compound. (B) HRTEM of 50--150×10^−9^ m sized Smart RISUG nanoparticles. (C) Schematic representation of Fe~3~O~4~--Cu nanoparticles surrounded by SMA polymer, and its use as a contraceptive.](NANO-5-22762-g003){#F0003}

1.5. Carbon nanoparticles {#S20006}
-------------------------

Common routes in making fluorescent carbon nanoparticle (CNP) include the high energy ion beam radiation-based creation of point defect in diamond particles followed by annealing ([@CIT0061], [@CIT0062]), laser ablation of graphite followed by oxidation and functionalization ([@CIT0063]), thermal decomposition of organic compound ([@CIT0064], [@CIT0065]), electrooxidation of graphite ([@CIT0066]), and oxidation of candle soot with nitric acid ([@CIT0067]). Monodispersed core/shell spinel ferrite/CNPs are formed by thermolysis of metal (Fe^3+^, Co^2+^) oleates followed by carbon coating ([@CIT0068]). Highly fluorescent crystalline CNPs have been synthesized by one-step microwave irradiation of sucrose with phosphoric acid at 100 W for 3 min 40 s ([@CIT0069]). Activated carbon nanopowder can be produced using a selection of high temperature superfine charcoal via special carbonization, activation, grinding, and classification methods.

The three naturally occurring allotropes of carbon are graphite, diamond, and amorphous carbon. The morphology of CNPs is spherical, and they appear as a black powder. CNPs can be surface functionalized, with organic molecules or polymers chemically bound to the particle surface. Pure carbon has a very low level of toxicity to humans and therefore these nanoparticles can be used. CNPs are being explored widely for use in cancer treatment like breast cancer ([@CIT0070]). Studies reveal that cancer treatment using radio waves can heat and destroy a tumor, lymphoma, or metastasized cancer.

1.6. Polymer NPs {#S20007}
----------------

The NPs are prepared by the polymerization of block copolymers and their self-assembly in solvents into micelles followed by a subsequent stabilization of their structure by core cross-linking. Depending on the type and macrostructure of the block copolymers, the solvent, the concentration, and other process parameters, a variety of core-shell NPs of different shapes (spheres, hollow spheres, ellipsoids, linear and branched strings, etc.) and sizes have been reproducibly synthesized. Most of the NPs are composed of a solid, highly cross-linked core and an elastomeric shell structure ([@CIT0071]). Basic spherical or string type NPs can be used as templates for the design of composite structures comprising the basic polymeric NPs and smaller organic, inorganic, or metallic substructures embedded in and attached to the elastomeric shell molecules.

Based on size, geometry, and chemistry various kinds of polymer NPs have a range of utility as adhesives, coating material or impact modifier in medical diagnostics, drug delivery, etc. They can be magnetic particles, electrically conductive particles, or stimuli responsive particles. There are also several classes of biopolymers; for example, nucleic acids---DNA/RNA, fibrous protein, globular structural materials for animals, unbranched polysachharides, lipids, and major structural materials for plants/animals or insects.

Polymer NPs are ideal candidates as drug and gene carriers ([@CIT0072], [@CIT0073]) for various purposes like acne treatment, targeted drug delivery, contraception ([Fig. 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}), etc. Efficient and targeted delivery of immune-modulatory and immune-stimulatory molecules to appropriate cells is key to the successful development of next-generation vaccines. Polymer-based particulate carriers have emerged as an attractive means for enhancing the delivery efficacy and potency of vaccines and associated immunomodulatory molecules ([@CIT0070], [@CIT0074], [@CIT0075]).

1.7. Quantum dots {#S20008}
-----------------

Several routes have been used to synthesize quantum dots (QDs) ([@CIT0076]) but, generally, techniques for QD synthesis use top--down processing methods and a bottom--up approach. Top--down processing methods include molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), ion implantation, e-beam lithography, and X-ray lithography. Using the alternative bottom--up approach, colloidal QDs are prepared by self-assembly in the solution following a chemical reduction ([@CIT0077]--[@CIT0080]).

Due to the small structures of QDs, some physical properties such as optical and electron transport characteristics are quite different from those of the bulk materials. QDs, often described as 'artificial atoms', exhibit discrete energy levels, and their band gap can be precisely modulated by varying the size ([@CIT0081]). QDs are nanometer-scale semiconductor crystals composed of groups II--VI or III--V elements and are defined as particles with physical dimensions smaller than the exciton Bohr radius ([@CIT0082]). They exhibit unique luminescence characteristics and electronic properties such as wide and continuous absorption spectra, narrow emission spectra, and high light stability ([@CIT0083]).

Because QDs have constant and unique optical properties, they are the best candidates for cell labeling, as compared with organic dyes. With the application of QDs, single particle tracking (SPT) has the potential to enter into a new era of high resolution and long timescale imaging ([@CIT0084]--[@CIT0086]). SPT techniques allow scientists to follow single molecules in real time and visualize the actual molecular dynamics in their habitant environment. Using QDs conjugated to anti-M-cadherin antibody, Ishido and Kasuga ([@CIT0087]) attempted the visualization of satellite cells in both intact and injured skeletal muscles of rat *in situ*. They demonstrated *in situ* real-time imaging of satellite cells localized within the skeletal muscle. The development of multifunctional nanomaterials combining diagnostic and therapeutic purpose has recently attracted intensive interest ([@CIT0088]--[@CIT0093]) that includes: 1) biomarker detection in various cancers, 2) imaging and sensing of infectious diseases, and 3) other clinical therapeutic applications. [Fig. 4](#F0004){ref-type="fig"} illustrates qualitative FISH detection of HER2 gene-amplified SK-BR-3 breast cancer cells with streptavidin-conjugated Qdot605 and FITC, respectively. However, the lack of an ideal QD with all positive optical properties and a standard toxicology protocol make it difficult to address the toxicity issue associated with Qdots that is mostly related to leakage of constituent elements, the generation of reactive oxygen species and the environment ([@CIT0094]).

![Qualitative FISH detection of HER2 gene-amplified SK-BR3 breast cancer cells with (A) Streptavidin conjugated Qdot 605 and (B) fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), respectively. Reproduced from Valizadeh et al., 2012 ([@CIT0083]).](NANO-5-22762-g004){#F0004}

1.8. Dendrimer {#S20009}
--------------

One of the very first dendrimers, the Newkome dendrimers also known as arborol, was synthesized in 1985 ([@CIT0095], [@CIT0096]). Dendrimers can be considered to have three major portions: a core, an inner shell, and an outer shell. Ideally, a dendrimer can be synthesized to have different functionality in each of these portions to control properties such as solubility, thermal stability, and attachment of compounds for particular applications. Synthetic processes can also precisely control the size and number of branches on the dendrimer. There are two defined methods of dendrimer synthesis, divergent synthesis and convergent synthesis. However, the need to protect the active site makes dendrimer synthesis very difficult.

Dendritic molecules are characterized by structural perfection. Dendrimers and dendrons are monodisperse and usually highly symmetric, spherical compounds. The properties of dendrimers are dominated by the functional groups on the molecular surface; however, there are examples of dendrimers with internal functionality ([@CIT0097]--[@CIT0099]). Also, it is possible to make dendrimers water soluble, unlike most polymers, by functionalizing their outer shell with charged species or other hydrophilic groups. Other controllable properties of dendrimers include toxicity, crystallinity, tecto-dendrimer formation, and chirality ([@CIT0100]).

Applications of dendrimers typically involves conjugating other chemical species to the dendrimer surface that can function as detecting agents (such as a dye molecule), affinity ligands, targeting components, radioligands, imaging agents, or pharmaceutically active compounds ([Fig. 5](#F0005){ref-type="fig"}). Dendrimers have very strong potential for these applications because their structure can lead to multivalent systems. Although there is widespread concern as to the safety of dendrimers, preclinical and clinical experience gained during the development of polymeric excipients, biomedical polymers and polymer therapeutics shows that judicious development of dendrimer chemistry for each specific application will ensure the development of safe and important materials for biomedical and pharmaceutical use.

![(A) Schematic presentation of the encapsulation of anticancer drugs methotraxate (left) and 5-fluorouracil (right) into PEGylated generation 3 and 4 PAMAM dendrimers and (B) schematic presentation of dendrimers as nano-scaffold for the attachment of cell-specific ligands, modifiers, and fluorescence tags. Reproduced from Svenson and Tomalia, 2012 ([@CIT0104]).](NANO-5-22762-g005){#F0005}

Carboxylic acid and phenol terminated water-soluble dendrimers were synthesized to establish their utility in drug delivery as well as conducting chemical reactions in their interiors ([@CIT0102]). This might allow researchers to attach both targeting molecules and drug molecules to the same dendrimer, which could reduce negative side effects of medications on healthy cells^.^ Globally, dendrimer labs are persistently trying to manipulate dendrimer's solubilizing trait, in their way to explore dendrimer as drug delivery ([@CIT0101], [@CIT0103], [@CIT0104]), gene delivery and target specific carrier ([@CIT0105], [@CIT0106]). Scientists have also studied dendrimers for use in sensor technologies. Dendrimers are also being investigated for use as blood substitutes. Their steric bulk surrounding a heme-mimetic center significantly slows degradation compared to free heme, and prevents the cytotoxicity exhibited by free heme ([@CIT0107]).

2. Potential role of nano-biotechnology in reproductive healthcare {#S0010}
==================================================================

Nanoscience and nano-biotechnology is an interdisciplinary field having inputs from various fields like biology, chemistry, physics, mathematics, electronics, etc. Similarly, it has applications in almost all areas of life. Very few people know that this new branch of science has vast potential in the field of reproductive healthcare, one of the most vital domains of medical science and our health ([Fig. 6](#F0006){ref-type="fig"}).

![A diagram depicting major possible roles of nano-biotechnology in reproductive healthcare.](NANO-5-22762-g006){#F0006}

2.1. Reproductive disease diagnosis and therapeutics {#S20011}
----------------------------------------------------

In today's world, many reproductive diseases go undiagnosed or misdiagnosed, leading to even more complications. Nanotechnology may improve the sensitivity, selectivity, speed, cost, and convenience of diagnosis ([@CIT0108]). Nanoscale labeling agents, such as QDs, have numerous advantages to intracellular labeling and visualization. These techniques and others can be further developed to enable enhanced visualization of an array, cell culture, or tumor; be multiplexed to create smaller, denser gene and protein chips; or be integrated into a handheld nanofluidic device to improve clinical diagnosis of a reproductive disease ([@CIT0109]).

Nanomarkers give optical contrast and molecular specificity to optical imaging of reproductive organelles and help detect cell organelles as well as suborganelles. Solution biomarkers are an important form of nanotechnology that is able to attach itself to various diseased cells inside the reproductive system enabling to analyze it and treat the person accordingly ([@CIT0110]). Some of broadly used nanomarkers for single molecule detection are organic or protein-based fluorescent molecules, luminescent semiconductor NPs, metal NPs, nano diamonds with colored centers, rare earth doped NPs, single walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) ([@CIT0111]).

Individual biomolecular interactions can be detected by the deflection of a microcantilever, the red-shifted emission of AuNP, or the altered conductance of a nanowire. Recent studies showed that DNA-conjugated AuNPs are highly promising nanoprobes for the sensitive detection of various biomolecules based on the unique optical and electronic properties ([@CIT0112]). Scientists at the California Nanosystems Institute are investigating technology, which increases hormonal detection sensitivity beyond that of traditional sensors, and involves the use of nanoelectronic technologies with the aim of developing a consumer-based, user-friendly sensor for detecting estrogen and progesterone hormone levels ([@CIT0113]). Current trials indicate toxic influence of ligand-free AuNP on the fertilizing capability of spermatozoa probably due to remnants of the reducing or stabilizing agents used during AuNP production and not to the NPs themselves ([@CIT0114]).

Besides having a role in reproductive organ disease diagnosis, this would also help women in qualifying undesired menopausal symptoms and inform couples seeking infertility treatments on exact timing of conception to occur themselves thus providing a cheaper and faster alternative to current infertility treatments. The sensor measures hormone concentrations using specially made hormone tabs (similar to glucose tabs used by diabetics) made by low cost and precise ink-jet printing of CNTs.

2.2. Viral protection and increasing immunity {#S20012}
---------------------------------------------

Similarly, nanotechnology can help in solving significant reproductive healthcare problems ([@CIT0115]) like sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) and sexually transmitted infections (STIs). For reproductive healthcare maintenance, contraception, infertility treatment, etc., many people have to undergo surgical intervention like tubectomy, vasectomy or laparoscopy at various stages of life. In order to lessen our pain in future, one will be able to heal wounds a lot faster with the help of new nanotechnological delivery systems that will be sown into bandages and will contain drugs like aluminosilicate, to promote fast regeneration capabilities and it will allow wounds to heal faster ([@CIT0116]). Nanotechnology will be able to make this all go a lot faster because, being so tiny, one can theoretically load thousands of nanomechanical device called nanites or nanoids or nanorobots with thousands of different vaccines and inject them into the host all at once and see if any of them work.

As mentioned earlier, RISUG coated intra uterine devices (IUDs) are being developed at IIT Kharagpur that along with giving a contraceptive effect will also have an antimicrobial effect, as successfully tested on female goats, thus helping to avoid infections generated after IUD implantation in women. A new version of RISUG is also being developed to act against human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) that is ready for clinical trials. Antimicrobial effects of silver ion or salts are well known, and although its effect on microorganisms is not clearly explored ([@CIT0117]), Ag NPs appears to be the ideal candidate to act against STDs.

2.3. Reproductive organ/cell imaging {#S20013}
------------------------------------

Imaging is crucial for *in vivo* characterization of the complex behaviors of reproductive disease in time and space that tells us: where it is, how big it is, how fast it is developing, how many molecular processes are contributing simultaneously, what to treat it with, how it is responding to therapy, and how it is changing ([@CIT0118]). Because molecules themselves are obviously too small to be imaged directly with non-invasive techniques, the contrast agent should manifest high affinity and avidity for the target organ like reproductive organ. And, unlike traditional blood pool contrast agents, a reproductive site-targeted agent is intended to enhance a selected biomarker that otherwise might be impossible to distinguish from surrounding normal tissue. Molecular imaging actually has been a clinical reality for some time with the use of targeted radionuclides ([@CIT0119]).

However, the explosive growth of biocompatible nanotechnologies now promises to expand the horizon for molecular imaging and therapy with a host of novel agents. The desired properties of such targeted contrast agents are: long circulating half-life (hours), selective binding to epitopes of interest, low background signal and prominent contrast-to-noise enhancement, acceptable toxicity profile, ease of production and clinical use, applicability with standard commercially available imaging modalities, and promise for adjunctive therapeutic delivery ([@CIT0120]). Clinical availability of these agents is expected to redefine the practice of imaging by focusing on cellular and molecular mechanisms of disease, which will create opportunities for more precise and rational design of conjunctive drug and gene delivery nanosystems.

The contrast mechanism will depend on the choice of imaging modality, which itself is determined by the clinical problem and accessibility for imaging. For example, carrier moieties such as NPs (liposomes or emulsions), dendrimers, viral constructs, buckyballs, or various polymers can be loaded with large payloads of imaging agents such as paramagnetic or superparamagnetic metals, optically active compounds (e.g. fluorescent molecules), or radionuclides to enable detection with standard imaging equipment. In the case of ultrasound imaging, the intrinsic physical properties of the carrier agents themselves (density and compressibility) establish the means for detection ([@CIT0121]).

Targeted perfluorocarbon NPs were the first reported molecular imaging agents for ultrasound applications and were shown to augment reflectivity from fibrin thrombi *in vivo* by two orders of magnitude or more ([@CIT0122]). Reflective liposomes have also been used to specifically target endothelial integrins that may have huge applications in female reproductive healthcare. 'Susceptibility' or 'cold spot' imaging agents have been produced by combinations of carriers with iron oxides (e.g. ultra-small particles of iron oxide) or alternative lanthanide species.

QDs NPs have potential use for non-invasive investigation of mammalian spermatozoa ([@CIT0123]). Research has shown that BRET-QD conjugated with boar spermatozoa helped to understand the sperm behavior inside the uterus followed by their impact on sperm motility, viability and fertilizing potential ([@CIT0124]). QD-based near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence cancer imaging is a growing field for both preclinical and clinical application to the clinical management for cancer patients due to its advantageous features, including a high spatial resolution, portability, real-time display and detailed molecular profiling with the multiplexed use of fluorescent probes and therefore it can play vital role in imaging reproductive organ cancer ([@CIT0125]).

2.4. Reproductive organ cancer treatment {#S20014}
----------------------------------------

NPs like CNPs and a range of nanodevices like fullerenes are giving us immense hope against reproductive organ cancer. For instance, nanoshells work similarly to NPs but instead of injecting the cancer cells with chemotherapy ([@CIT0126]), they will simply use the heat from infrared light. It has been discovered that when nanites are irradiated with X-rays, the nanites produce their own electrons that can be used to target cancer cells and destroy them without harming the rest of the body. Nanites can also scatter through the body to detect cancer cells and tag them so that doctors know exactly where in the body that cancer has spread to. That in turn will help physicians to avoid chemotherapy for example, Qdots the gold nanites are able to track down cancer cells in the body.

NPs will be able to inject chemotherapy directly into cancer cells themselves with very minimal damage to the surrounding cells ([@CIT0127]). CNPs have shown immense potential against breast cancer. Metallic nanoparticles like gold (AuNPs) hold great promise as PDT and hyperthermic agents. Upon X-ray irradiation, AuNP can induce cellular apoptosis through the generation of radicals. This may have tremendous potential to kill ovarian cancer cells without harming the surrounding healthy tissue ([@CIT0055]--[@CIT0057]). NPs can also act as drug delivery agents, for example, hypericin-loaded NPs ([@CIT0125]) for the photodynamic treatment of cancer. Drug delivery with CNTs for *in vivo* treatment of reproductive organ cancer like uterine cancer, cervical cancer, vaginal and vulvar cancer in females and prostate cancer or penile cancer in males is another possibility. RISUGadv invented by Prof. Sujoy K. Guha prevents prostate cancer, the most prevalent cancer in elderly man. Also, RISUG-PH studies in small animals have the potential to act against benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH).

2.5. Nano surgery {#S20015}
-----------------

Nanorobots can play a significant role in laparoscopic reproductive organ surgery and to correct abnormalities. Surgical nanorobots could be introduced into the body through the vascular system or at the ends of catheters into various vessels and other cavities in the human body. A nanorobot programmed by a surgeon could act as a semi-autonomous on-site surgeon inside the body. Such a device could perform various functions like searching for pathology in reproductive as well as other organs, and then diagnosing and correcting lesions or cysts by nanomanipulation, coordinated by a computer thus maintaining contact with the supervising surgeon via coded ultrasound signals ([@CIT0128]).

The earliest forms of cellular nanosurgery have already been explored. For example, a rapidly vibrating (100 Hz) micropipette with a \<1 nm tip diameter has been used to cut dendrites from single neurons without damaging cell viability. Axotomy of roundworm neuron was performed by femtosecond laser surgery after which the axons functionally regenerated. A femtolaser acts like a pair of nano-scissors by vaporizing tissue locally while leaving adjacent tissue unharmed. The procedure does not kill the cell on which nanosurgery was performed ([@CIT0129]). Atomic force microscopes have also been used for the dissection of a bacterium cell wall *in situ* in aqueous solution, with 26 nm thick twisted strands revealed inside the cell wall after mechanically peeling back large patches of the cell wall.

2.6. Cell regeneration {#S20016}
----------------------

Since natural tissues or organs are in nanometer dimension and cells directly interact with (and create) nanostructured extra-cellular matrices (ECM), the biomimetic features and excellent physiochemical properties of nanomaterials play a key role in stimulating cell growth as well as to guide tissue regeneration. Even though it was a field in its infancy a decade ago, numerous researchers are currently fabricating cytocompatible biomimetic nanomaterial scaffolds encapsulating cells (such as stem cells, chondrocytes and osteoblasts, etc.) for tissue engineering applications. Nanomaterials exhibit superior cytocompatible, mechanical, electrical, optical, catalytic and magnetic properties compared to conventional microsized materials. These unique properties help to improve various tissue growth over what is achievable today ([@CIT0130]).

The stem-cell-technology has a new role to play in reproduction. Firstly, the stem-cell source could be pooled out of slaughter-house oocytes or from the vast pool of embryos hatching out in many animal species. These cells can transform themselves into 200 or more cell types, which could be used to repair or regenerate new desired cells. This advanced cell research may help people suffering from reproductive organ cancer or persons devoid of genital organs ([@CIT0131]). Nanobots are 2.5 times smaller than DNA that can enter individual cells and repair them. With that concept, nanotechnology will be able to cure just about everything because all problems start at a cellular level ([@CIT0132]).

2.7. Contraception and infertility management {#S20017}
---------------------------------------------

The use of contraceptives should not only prevent pregnancy but also help the individual to maintain good health. A research team at the Indian Institute of Technology Kharagpur has been working on several polymer-based fertility control molecules ([@CIT0013]--[@CIT0017]) that owe a lot to nanotechnology. The Cuproferrogel nanomedicine iron oxide--copper--styrene maleic anhydride--dimethyl sulfoxide called Smart RISUG ([Figure 3](#F0003){ref-type="fig"}) developed in our laboratory has proved to be very effective against sperm as well as ovum, enables controlled delivery to the target site which in this case is vas deferens/fallopian tube, controlled distribution with the help of external electromagnetic field and most importantly non-invasive imaging by X-ray computer tomography (CAT) scan, MRI, electrical impedance plethysmography, etc. ([@CIT0013]--[@CIT0015], [@CIT0110], [@CIT0118], [@CIT0126]). Similarly, we are working on an antimicrobial vaginal contraceptive.

There are so many oral and injectable short-term contraceptives available over the counter throughout the world. Oral contraception is preferred in the western world while IUDs are mostly used in developing countries due to a lack of reliable alternatives in market beside permanent sterilization like vasectomy and female sterilization that itself is invasive and associated with several side-effects and complications. Nanotechnology can improve the dose required, efficacy, and delectability of many fertility control agents. Electromechanical devices and radiothermy may also help in proper biodistribution of the fertility control agent ([@CIT0015]) and also reversibility when desired by the couple. For the pharmaceutical industries novel drug delivery technologies ([@CIT0133]) can address issues associated with current pharmaceutics such as extending product life, enhancing their performance and acceptability either by increasing efficacy or improving safety and product compliance.

Many people are not capable of reproducing because their bodies are not good hosts to a desirable environment. With the aid of nanotechnology, these little nanobots may quickly go to work at reconstructing genitals and other reproductive features so that one can once reproduce. However, it is easier said than done to treat infertility problems with such ease as a major portion of infertility cases are unexplained. But at least we can approach the problem in a better way with the help of advanced nanotechnological tools and monitoring devices. Sensors discussed in section 3.1 or 'fertility chip' have huge potential as a treatment for male fertility in the short-term ([@CIT0134]) and female in the long-term. Additionally, as the chip is of nano-proportions, the patient will have minimum discomfort while the information generated will be invaluable for prospective patients.

3. Future perspectives of nanotechnology for reproductive health {#S0018}
================================================================

On one hand, the exploding population in developing countries like India and China is a major issue affecting our socio-economic development; and the other hand reduced fertility is a sensitive problem emerging globally due to lifestyle changes and environmental factors ([@CIT0135]). Good reproductive health in turn effects our socio-economic development directly or indirectly by eradicating poverty, to achieve primary education when family size is small, promote gender equality and empower women, reduce child mortality; improve maternal health, combat HIV/AIDS/STDs/STIs, etc., ensuring environmental sustainability and global partnerships in a bigger scenario ([@CIT0136]).

The potential of nanotechnology offers some exciting possibilities in reproductive healthcare. Some techniques are only imagined, while others are at various stages of testing, or actually being used today. The use of nanotechnology in the field of reproductive biomedicine can revolutionize the way we detect and treat damage to the human body and disease, and many techniques only imagined a few years ago are making remarkable progress towards becoming realities. For instance, this paper has described a range of antimicrobial, long-term, stable, single-use male and female injectable contraceptives being developed like RISUG in advanced phase III clinical trials ([@CIT0137], [@CIT0138]); and its nanotechnological versions like Smart RISUG ([@CIT0013]--[@CIT0017]).

Other reproductive biomedicines are being developed at IIT Kharagpur to prevent cancer; for example, Invivgensome (liposome synthesized inside the testis) invented by Prof. Guha prevents prostate cancer development which is one of most prevalent cancers in elderly males, and RISUG-PH acts against BPH for which trials are about to begin. Liposomes have great reproductive healthcare potential both when developed *in vitro* and also when self-generated *in vivo*. Another nanotechnology-based tool for reproductive organ cancer treatment is fullerenes described as a nanoscale molecule that is made up of only carbon. Carbon, as we know, is the basis of nature's construction and, therefore, also represents our very own construction. Fullerenes ([@CIT0139]) allow us to build nanostructures, so that one may integrate our own programming and machinery that will go on to perform marvelous tasks *in situ*.

With respect to STDs or STIs, RISUG has also shown primary evidence to work against HIV, and RISUG-coated IUDs do not allow microbes in its vicinity when placed inside the body after child birth ([@CIT0140]). Although nanotechnology does not appear to play a direct role in infertility treatment, indirectly it can play an immense role by helping in early, low-cost and accurate detection of disease sites with smart sensors, detection of hormone levels and non-invasive imaging of nanomedicines placed in the reproductive tube.

The reasons behind most deaths today are either late diagnosis, inability to diagnose the main reason or location of disease or misinterpretation of data. We do hope nanotechnology, for instance nanites, will one day be able to scurry throughout our bodies via the circulatory system (traveling through our blood) and monitor every single vital sign that exists ([@CIT0141]), for example, whether there are any broken bones, torn muscle tissue, irregularities, screen metabolism levels, observe cholesterol levels, monitor hormone levels, make sure that the organs are functioning properly, and any other requirement for a healthy body.

Some companies are developing nanotubes to heal broken bones by providing bones with a proper structure in order for them to grow back in the way that they are supposed to ([@CIT0142]). CNTs are still a relatively unexplored area in a rapidly advancing field. Any amount of improvements can be made to CNTs through various techniques ([@CIT0143]) because of their great material properties. For example, it was shown that by electrospinning and plasma-functionalizing SWCNTs, adhesion to surrounding polymer matrices was greatly improved along with the tensile properties of the nanotubes. Also, we know that most nanotubes are cleared from the body very quickly after being distributed throughout ([@CIT0144]). This decreases the chances of higher toxicity levels in the blood. The good functionalization of SWCNs allows us to attach a number of groups to the tubes for different systems. Radioactive labels could be attached for use in reproductive organ bioimaging ([@CIT0145]). It was shown that CNTs were used to efficiently deliver drugs to specific cancer cells of the epithelium ([@CIT0146]).

Nanotechnology may also be able to aid and even perfect the act of regenerating cells/tissues ([@CIT0130]). Regeneration is the process of bringing a person back to life. Today, there are many different problems with doing so but nanotechnology may be able to fix most if not all of them. One of the biggest problems is due to the crystallization of frozen cells but nanotechnology may be able to warm those cells and even remake some of them so that the person doesn't biologically fall apart when they're revived. Nanotechnology may be able to also simply cure cell damage as soon as we die which means we wouldn't even have to be frozen first.

As discussed previously, most of our nanotechnology-based future healthcare expectations are based on molecular nanotechnology (MNT). MNT is a technology based on the ability to build structures to complex, atomic specifications by means of mechanosynthesis ([@CIT0147]). This is distinct from nanoscale materials. Based on Richard Feynman's vision of miniature factories using nanomachines to build complex products (including additional nanomachines), this advanced form of nanotechnology (or molecular manufacturing) would make use of positionally controlled mechanosynthesis guided by molecular machine systems. MNT would involve combining physical principles demonstrated by chemistry, other nanotechnologies, and the molecular machinery of life with the systems engineering principles found in modern macroscale factories ([@CIT0148]).

Nanotechnology in medicine called nanomedicine involves applications of NPs currently under development, as well as longer ranges research that involves the use of manufactured nano-robots to make repairs at the cellular level ([@CIT0149]). Future applications of nanomedicine will be based on the ability to build nanorobots. These nanorobots will actually be programmed to repair specific diseased cells, functioning in a similar way to antibodies in our natural healing processes. This way, nanomedicine offers great promise for the future, especially the mixing of diagnostic and therapeutic capabilities in healthcare. Nano surgery like laparoscopy is already being used for reproductive health problem detection, corrective surgery, tubal sterilization, chronic pelvic pain, etc. since past many years ([@CIT0150]).

Future nanorobots equipped with operating instruments and mobility will be able to perform precise and refined intracellular surgeries in reproductive organs, which are beyond the capabilities of direct manipulation by the human hand. We envision biocompatible surgical nanorobots that can find and eliminate isolated cancerous reproductive cells, remove microvascular obstructions and recondition vascular endothelial cells, perform non-invasive tissue and organ transplant, conduct molecular repairs on traumatized extracellular and intracellular structures, and even exchange new complete chromosomes for old ones inside individual living human cells ([@CIT0128]).

The future of nanomedicines is undermined by the lack of financial profitability, consumer distrust, and ineffective regulation of new and generic products, weak patent protection and insurance market failure. Its economic breakthrough is dependent on a series of countervailing measures and actions. Success requires more investment induced by cost--effectiveness analyses and business plans based on clinical data, public education based on nanotoxicology studies, smart regulatory reform in the areas of testing, market entry and liability, effective and strategic patenting, patent dispute prevention and resolution, and innovative insurance policies.
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